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Abrams May 2019
Children’s & YA Titles
The Questioneers Family Planner
2020 Wall Calendar

Deep in the Ocean
Lucie Brunellière

Andrea Beaty, David Roberts

9781419730672
Pub Date: 5/14/19
$14.99
12 in H | 12 in W

Keep track of the whole family with this fun and
practical 17-month calendar showcasing the
inquisitive Questioneers. Each two-page spread
offers plenty of space to schedule appointments
and activities, note birthdays and vacations, and
plan anything and everything else for up to eight
people. Featuring Iggy Peck, Rosie Revere, and
Ada Twist from the New York Times bestselling
children’s books, this STEM-focused calendar
includes anniversaries and notable dates, plus 80
bonus stickers.

Take a deep dive into the ocean and explore
the mysteries of the sea!

9781419733567
Pub Date: 5/28/19
$15.99
Board Book
Ages 5 - 6
13.1 in H | 10.8 in W

How to Be a Cat

Leyla

A kitten learns the art of being a cat in
this classic story from acclaimed
illustrator Nikki McClure —now in board
book

A little baboon learns there’s a time to be
wild and a time to be mild

Nikki McClure

9781419734991
Pub Date: 5/7/19
$8.99
Board Book
Ages 5 - 6
6.3 in H | 8 in W

Galia Bernstein

In this tender board book, a kitten practices
the basics of feline behavior over the course of
a day. A single word of text per spread teaches
readers “how to be a cat”—how to stretch,
clean, pounce, feast—while the striking paper
cuts illustrate the kitten’s attempts to imitate
an adult cat’s mastery of each skill.

9781419735431
Pub Date: 5/21/19
$16.99
HC with dust jacket
Ages 5 – 6
10.5 in H | 8.5 in W

When Sue Found Sue:

Laurie Morrison
Dive into a new middle-grade novel about
competitive swimming, changing
friendships, and finding your place

The incredible true story of paleontologist
Sue Hendrickson and the famous T. rex
she unearthed
Sue Hendrickson was meant to find things: lost
coins, perfume bottles, even hidden treasure.
Her endless curiosity eventually led to her
career in diving and paleontology, where she
would continue to find things big and small. In
1990, at a dig in South Dakota, Sue made her
biggest discovery to date: Sue the T. rex, the
largest and most complete T. rex skeleton ever
unearthed.
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Leyla is sick of her big, loud, overbearing family.
They are always chatting, snuggling, and
grooming each other (ew!), and—for Leyla—
there’s no escape from their attention. So, she
decides to run away until she can’t hear (or
smell) her baboon troop anymore. From the
celebrated author-illustrator of I Am a Cat, Leyla
shows kids how to appreciate both the wild and
the mild.

Up for Air

Sue Hendrickson Discovers Her T. Rex
Toni Buzzeo, Diana Sudyka

9781419731631
Pub Date: 5/14/19
$17.99
HC with dust jacket
Ages 6 – 7
10.5 in H | 8.5 in W

From the glittering surface of the sea to the
darkness of the abyss, Deep in the Ocean takes
readers on a bewitching journey through
fascinating waters—some warm, colorful, and
crowded with sea creatures, others mysterious
and turbulent.

9781419733666
Pub Date: 5/7/19
$16.99
HC with dust jacket
Ages 9 – 11

Thirteen-year-old Annabelle struggles in
school, no matter how hard she tries. But as
soon as she dives into the pool, she’s
unstoppable. Heartwarming and relatable, Up
for Air is a story about where we find our selfworth.

Please send orders to: retailcustomerservice@baker-taylor.com
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Children’s & YA Titles
Mummies Exposed!:

The Stonewall Riots:

An up-to-date and fascinating look at
mummies from around the world

A unique look at the historic events that
shaped the beginning of the LGBTQ+
movement

Creepy and True #1
Kerrie Logan Hollihan

9781419731679
Pub Date: 5/7/19
$16.99
HC POB
Ages 9 – 11

Coming Out in the Streets
Gayle E Pitman

Packed with facts but light in tone, this book
introduces young readers to the most
compelling examples of mummies from all
over the world. Featuring the most
contemporary research, a touch of humor,
and full-color illustrations, this exciting read
is perfect for curious young minds. The book
includes endnotes, bibliography, and index.

9781419737206
Pub Date: 5/14/19
$17.99
HC with dust jacket
Ages 9 – 11

Happy Messy Scary Love

The Boy Next Story:

Leah Konen

A Bookish Boyfriends Novel
Tiffany Schmidt

A contemporary YA rom-com with a
“catfish” hook

9781419734892
Pub Date: 5/14/19
$18.99
HC with dust jacket
Ages 12 - 14

The Stonewall Riots were a series of spontaneous,
often violent demonstrations by members of the gay
(LGBTQ+) community in reaction to a police raid
that took in 1969 at the Stonewall Inn in the
Greenwich Village neighborhood of New York City. A
timely and necessary read, The Stonewall Riots
helps readers to understand the history and legacy
of the LGBTQ+ movement.

Olivia and Elm have never shared personal
details, apart from their ages and the fact that
Elm’s aunt is a low-budget horror filmmaker.
In a moment of panic, assuming she and Elm
will never meet in real life, she sends a photo
of her gorgeous friend Katie. But things are
about to get even more complicated when
Olivia’s parents send her to the Catskills, and
she runs into the one person she never
thought she would see.

One girl’s literary crush—Laurie from Little
Women—leaps off the pages and into her
life!

9781419734366
Pub Date: 5/21/19
$9.99 ● TP
Ages 12 - 14
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
BOOK 1:
9781419728600

This is the second title in a paperback original
series about a girl whose classic literary crushes
manifest in real life, this time told from Rory
Campbell’s point of view and inspired by the
timeless classic Little Women. Perfect for
younger readers of YA or older readers of middle
grade, this squeaky-clean series is sure to charm
any reader who’s ever had a book boyfriend of
her own.

Fiction
Caging Skies: A Novel
Christine Leunens
An avid member of the Hitler Youth in 1940s Vienna, Johannes Betzler discovers his parents are hiding a Jewish girl named Elsa
behind a false wall in their home. His initial horror turns to interest—then love and obsession. After his parents disappear,
Johannes is the only one aware of Elsa’s existence in the house and the only one responsible for her survival.

9781419739088
Pub Date: 8/6/19
$26.00
HC with dust jacket

By turns disturbing and blackly comic, haunting and cleverly satirical, Christine Leunens’s captivating and masterful novel—sold
in 16 countries and the basis for a major forthcoming film by Taika Waititi (Thor: Ragnorak,What We Do in the Shadows)—
examines this world of truth and lies, laying bare the darkest corners of the human soul.
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Please send orders to: retailcustomerservice@baker-taylor.com
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Nonfiction
New York City Brick by Brick:

Gray Malin: Italy

The Art of LEGO Construction
Jonathan Lopes

Gray Malin

Bestselling author and photographer Gray
Malin explores the beaches and landscapes
of Italy

Explore New York City landmarks like the
Manhattan Bridge, the Flatiron Building,
Grand Central Terminal, the High Line, and
other structures with an expert LEGO
builder
9781419734687
Pub Date: 5/14/19
$24.99
HC POB
Architecture

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W

New York City Brick by Brick is the ultimate
exploration of the architecture and history of
New York City through the creative medium of
LEGO. Expert builder Jonathan Lopes presents
iconic structures of his own design. Each model
has been beautifully photographed with fullscale views and close-up details, as well as brief
instructional breakouts.

9781419735974
Pub Date: 5/14/19
$40.00
HC POB
Photography

Beaches: 9781419720895 (NYT Bestseller!)
Escape: 9781419727597

All the Restaurants in New York

Genuine Pizza:

John Donohue

Better Pizza at Home
Michael Schwartz, Wolfgang Puck, et al.

A visual exploration of the most delicious,
meaningful, and iconic restaurants of New
York, the city that never stops eating

9781419734458
Pub Date: 5/14/19
$27.50 ● HC
Cooking
8 in H | 8 in W

All the Restaurants in New York is a collection of
John Donohue’s drawings, characterized by their
appealingly loose and gently distorted lines.
Featuring an eclectic mix of 100 restaurants –
this charming collection of drawings is
accompanied by interviews with the owners,
chefs, and loyal patrons of these much-loved
restaurants.

A roadmap for making the perfect pizza at
home from James Beard Award–winning
chef Michael Schwartz

9781419734397
Pub Date: 5/14/19
$29.99 ● HC POB
Cooking
10 in H | 8 in W

BBQ&A with Myron Mixon:

Crochet in Three Ways
Dora Ohrenstein

New York Times bestselling author Myron
Mixon answers the most frequently asked
questions in BBQ with no-nonsense advice,
practical illustrations, and delicious recipes
Myron’s lively, informative answers are paired
with practical visuals and cover techniques and
methods, flavors and preparations, recipes and
formulas—all collected in one place for the first
time by the winningest man in barbecue.

First providing a clear and simple view of the
fundamentals—with detailed step-by-step
methods for making the best pizza doughs—
Schwartz then empowers home cooks to mix and
match ingredients, playing with different sauces,
to build pies both classic and innovative. Pizza is
just the beginning—it’s a jumping off point to
colorful, delicious meals.

Crochet Every Way Stitch
Dictionary: 125 Essential Stitches to

Everything You Ever Wanted to Know
About Barbecue
Myron Mixon

9781419727023
Pub Date: 5/7/19
$29.99 ● HC POB
Cooking

Following the successes of both Beaches and
Escape, Gray Malin turns his unique eye to the
coasts, beaches, and landscapes of Italy. From
the sparkling blue waters of the Amalfi Coast to
the dramatic coastal scenery of Cinque Terre,
Gray Malin: Italy captures and celebrates many
of the country’s most famous and beloved
destinations.

The ultimate guide to the most useful and
versatile stitch patterns to both instruct and
inspire crocheters of all levels
9781419732911
Pub Date: 5/7/19
$27.50 ● TP
Crafts & Hobbies
9.6 in H | 7.4 in W

In Crochet Every Way Stitch Dictionary, designer
Dora Ohrenstein does what no crochet author has
done before: She offers detailed instructions for
how to create 125 stitch patterns, plus she
explains how to increase and decrease each
stitch pattern in three different ways—without
shaping, with shaping at the edges, and with
internal shaping.

A Life in Movies:

The Big Book of Rock & Roll Names:

Stories from 50 years in Hollywood
Irwin Winkler

How Arcade Fire, Led Zeppelin, Nirvana,
Vampire Weekend, and 532 Other Bands
Got Their Names

A rollicking autobiography from the
legendary producer of Goodfellas, Rocky,
and Raging Bull, and an insider’s account of
making movies in Hollywood over half a
century
9781419734526
Pub Date: 5/7/19
$26.00
HC with dust jacket
Biography
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Adam Dolgins

9781419732591
Pub Date: 5/7/19
$19.99 ● TP
Music
8.5 in H | 6 in W

An entertaining encyclopedic volume
that reveals how 500 rock acts got their
names

Please send orders to: retailcustomerservice@baker-taylor.com
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Nonfiction
PRIDE:

Lost Girls: A Play

Fifty Years of Parades and Protests from
the Photo Archives of the New York Times

John Pollono

"Moving...Pollono is a deft
practitioner of twist- in-the-tail
narratives."
—Ben Brantley, The New York
Times
When Erica, their sixteen-year-old
daughter, goes missing during a
fierce winter storm, Maggie and
Lou—former high school
sweethearts, now divorced—are
forced to confront the legacy of
their past decisions.

9781468313956
Pub Date: 5/21/19
$14.95 ● TP
Drama
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W

The New York Times, Adam Nagourney

9781419737923
Pub Date: 5/21/19
$24.99 ● HC POB
Social Science

An inspiring visual history of the gay rights
movement, as seen through a combination of
parades and protests, published for the 50th
anniversary of the Stonewall riots in New York
City
Here, collected for the first time by The New York
Times, is a powerful visual history of five decades
of parades and protests of the LGBTQ rights
movement. These photos, paired with
descriptions of major events from each decade as
well as selected reporting from The Times,
showcase the victories, setbacks, and ongoing
struggles for the LGBTQ community.

The Great Great Wall:
Along the Borders of History from China to
Mexico
Ian Volner
An in-depth look at President Trump’s divisive
US-Mexico border wall, the historic walls that
came before it, and the consequences of
building barriers that divide us

9781419732829
Pub Date:
5/28/19
$27.00
HC with dust jacket

Architecture

Traveling far afield, to China, the Middle East,
Europe, and along the U.S. Mexico border, Volner
examines famous, contentious, and illuminating
structures, and explores key questions: Why do we
build walls? What do they reveal about human
history? What happens after they go up? With
special attention to Trump’s wall and the walls that
exist along the US border already, this is an
absorbing, smart, and timely book on an incredibly
contentious and newsworthy topic
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